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Chapter 5

Phonology

The de�nition of a language's phonology implies the delimitation of a corpus from which
to abstract the system. While in certain cases this may be relatively straightforward, in
highly multilingual ecologies such as Diu (see chapter 2 for a detailed account) it often
turns into a challenge - any solution to which eventually proves somewhat arbitrary. As
expected, the speech samples collected among native speakers of DIP indeed contain ele-
ments from several distinct etymological sources: Portuguese, Gujarati, (Indian) English,
and other South Asian languages. It is clear that the speech I was able to collect is shaped
according to the speakers' image of the researcher as an interlocutor as well as his perceived
competences and expectations; admittedly, a di�erent interlocutor with a di�erent social
and linguistic pro�le would trigger di�erent linguistic choices on the part of the speakers
of DIP. As a result, it is often impossible to produce watertight arguments to include or
exclude a particular lexeme from an abstracted `core' vocabulary of DIP. DIP speakers
have at their disposal a vast array of lexemes from various sources, which may or may
not be summoned according to the context of each utterance, and the boundaries between
hypothetically di�erent `systems' is blurred as a result of actual practice. This is of course
a theoretical problem that arises time and time again in studies of code-switching/mixing
and multilingual ecologies (e.g. Myers-Scotton 1993, Mufwene 2001, Mosel 2004), one for
which there may not be an uncontroversial solution.

Given these caveats, the criteria adopted in this study so as to de�ne a lexical corpus
for phonological analysis is not intended as dogmatic; it is instead driven by practical
reasons and based on some general indications of phonological behaviour as well as notions
of textual frequency (for which, see section 8.1). The picture that emerges from even a
super�cial survey of the spoken corpus is that the phonology of a major subsection of the
vocabulary - the Portuguese-derived items - di�ers in signi�cant ways from the remainder
of the lexemes employed.1 It seems warranted to claim that the backbone of the DIP
lexicon consists of Portuguese-derived elements, as supported by two observations: a) the
overall dominance of Ptg.-derived lexemes in the corpus, and b) the overarching presence
of Ptg.-derived items within DIP's closed lexical classes.2

1This is a purely synchronic observation and as such does not imply the absence of phonological con-
vergence throughout the history of DIP. For a detailed analysis of this issue, see section 9.1.2.

2When compared to other IP varieties for which there are descriptions (e.g. Korlai IP, Sri Lanka IP,
Cannanore IP and Cochin IP), it becomes clear that the functional items of DIP rely strikingly little on
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Accepting that the most signi�cant elements for our enterprise are the ones derived
from Portuguese is equivalent to positing that the phonological rules shaping them are
a sort of phonological `matrix' which, because of its dominance in the speech of DIP
speakers, may exert some adaptive pressure onto words from other sources. As a result
of this community's high pro�ciency in Gujarati and English, that is seldom the case (i.e.
Gujarati lexemes need not adapt to what I will consider the core phonology of DIP; when
it does happen, one can then speak of a more or less permanent borrowing.

The type of reasoning governing my decisions on what phonological evidence to take on
board and what not to is exempli�ed with the discussion of whether the phonemic array of
DIP contains retro�ex phonemes. There is no question whether or not speakers of DIP are
familiar with retro�exes or able to produce them, given that all are pro�cient in Gujarati
from early childhood onwards. A look at the attestations of retro�ex sounds in the corpus
(which consists of DIP utterances rather than Gujarati or Indian English) reveals that they
are restricted to Gujarati and English lexemes. Consider the following examples:

(14) a. el
3s

E
COPi.NPST

b�ey
very

b@ãka,
fearful

el
3s

b@ãka.
fearful

`He gets scared very easily, he gets scared easily.'

b. fuúbOl
football

ku
and

bOlibOl
volleyball

`football and volleyball'

In (14a), the word b@ãka (from the Gujarati root b@hka- `scare') is selected to describe
someone who gets frightened very easily. In (14b) the retro�ex plosive in the word fuúbOl
results from a process of phonological adaptation of L2 English to the Indian context by
which the alveolar consonants of Standard English tend to be replaced with retro�ex con-
sonants (Trudgill and Hannah 2002:130).3 Faced with these facts, one must decide on the
distribution of these items across the lexicon(s) available to speakers of DIP. A treatment
of these words as integrated loans would signify that DIP does contain retro�ex phonemes,
albeit restricted to words of non-Portuguese origin; if, on the other hand, these are inter-
preted as more or less sporadic loans, one would then conclude that retro�exes are entirely
absent from the language's phonology. This is admittedly a di�cult decision to make, and
therefore my verdict that DIP does not accommodate retro�ex phonemes - see Table (5.1)
below - needs to be motivated. A number of facts conspire in support of this, including
the following:

any language other than Portuguese, to the extent that one can say a South Asian etymological element
is virtually absent. Almost all Gujarati or Indian English loans belong to open word classes.

3It is of course possible that DIP fuúbOl derives from Portuguese futebol (without a retro�ex) rather the
Indian English etymon suggested here. If that were the case, however, this would be the only Portuguese-
derived word in DIP to have a plosive segment reinterpreted as a retro�ex; furthermore, the availability
of Indian English to present-day native speakers of DIP (see section 2.2), which is responsible for many
borrowings in their speech, turns Indian English into a very likely source.
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a) all lexemes containing a retro�ex sound are either Gujarati or English; with respect
to the distribution of retro�ex phonemes at least, there are then two separate lexical classes,
one of which (that consisting of Ptg.-derived items) turns out to be dominant in DIP;

b) most lexemes containing a retro�ex have a common Portuguese-derived correspon-
dent in DIP (e.g. DIP mEdroz for b@ãka);

c) lexemes containing a retro�ex are phonologically very similar to the items in the
source language, i.e. there is no phonological adaptation to a DIP matrix;

d) certain cognates of lexemes with a retro�ex occur in DIP without the retro�ex;
e.g. [fuú'bOl]4 may also occur as [fut^'bOl], with an unreleased5 alveolar plosive instead of a
retro�ex; one striking example of phonological adaptation, which simultaneously shows the
aversion of DIP to both retro�exes and consonant geminates within a lexeme, is the com-
mon DIP word /da'ba/ `box', from Gujarati /ã@bbo/ `box' (adapted fromMistry 1997:670).

The claim that the core phonological system of DIP does not accommodate retro�ex
sounds is particularly powerful in explaining patterns of phonological variation such as
the one shown in d); because Indian English is available to many native speakers of DIP,
the lexeme used to refer to `football' may then be selected through one of two available
media: a) the sporadic use of a word from Indian English (in which case no phonological
adaptation occurs) or b) through resort to an item that has been borrowed into the lexicon
of DIP (in which case phonological adaptation applies). This short discussion exempli�es
some of the challenges in de�ning the phonological inventory of DIP, as well as the type of
reasoning behind most of the decisions made (e.g. the absence of phonemic /h/).

The following sections de�ne which segments have phonemic status in DIP and describe
the most salient phonetic processes at play in shaping the spoken output as recorded in
the corpus.

5.1 Vowel system

The vocalic phoneme system of DIP is organised in an oral and a nasal series with a
certain degree of asymmetry among them, and they will therefore be considered separately.
Nasality also intervenes in the de�nition of the language's diphthong inventory, so that we
�nd both oral and nasal diphthongs, as described in 5.1.7.

The largest number of distinctive levels of height is attested for stressed oral vowels,
which occupy a vocalic space with four levels (here de�ned as low, mid-low, mid-high and
high) and make use of both the front, central and back positions. This four-way height
system, however, is not relevant for all of the vocalic series, as will be seen below. DIP

4In accordance with the principles of the International Phonetic Alphabet, I use an apostrophe to signal
primary stress in the phonetic transcription of words larger than monosyllables. The stress mark precedes
the stressed syllable; see the Handbook of the International Phonetic Association (1999).

5See section 5.2.1 for an explanation of the unreleased nature of the plosive.
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vowels are typically peripheric, i.e. front vowels are unrounded while back vowels are
rounded.

Finally, the distribution and phonemic status of vowels is sensitive to considerations of
lexical stress; distributional constraints operating on vocalic segments will be described in
this section, but for a full account of DIP stress assignment refer to section 5.4 below.

5.1.1 Inventory of oral vowels

Figure 5.1 charts the DIP oral vowels with phonemic status, as demonstrated by the
minimal pairs and further considerations below.

(@)

u•

o•

O•

a•

E•

e•

i•

Figure 5.1: Phonemic inventory of DIP: oral vowels

The following minimal pair oppositions support most of the phonemic distinctions pro-
posed in Figure 5.1 a�ecting segments contiguous in the chart:6

- i vs. e: [dis] `said'
[des] `of this'

- e vs. E: [ped] `fart'
[pEd] `stone'

- E vs. a: [Erf] `grass'
[arf] `tree'

- a vs. O: [bas] `su�ce'
[bOs] `dung'

- O vs. o: [nOf] `nine'
[nof] `new'

No minimal pair of this type was found to illustrate the opposition between /o/ and
/u/ but some close pairs can be produced in which these two segments occur in similar

6With respect to the phonetic representation of [Erf] and [arf], see section 5.2.4 on the �nal devoicing
process a�ecting fricative segments.
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phonological contexts, such as for example /pod/ `rotten' vs. /tud/ `all'. Furthermore, in
stressed position at least, no allophonic variation ever obtains between the two.

The evidence for the phonemic status of /@/, which stands for a cluster of allophonic
mid-central realisations including the schwa and [5], is less straightforward. One of the rea-
sons for this is that /@/ never occurs in stressed syllables, unless it is part of a diphthong.7

Apparent minimal pairs can still be produced to justify its inclusion in the phonemic chart,
although one must be weary of the fact that in all of the following what is being compared
is a grammatical element with weak or no lexical stress (the prepositions d@, p@ and n@)
and a stress-carrying lexeme:

- @ vs. a: [d@] `of'
[da] `give'

- @ vs. E: [p@] `to'
[pE] `foot/leg'

- @ vs. O: [n@] `in'
[nO] `knot'

The vocalic segment in these grammatical items has never been observed to occur in
speech as anything but a schwa or a slightly lowered, allophonic [5].

5.1.2 Stressed oral vowels

The lexemes that constitute the minimal pairs in the previous section, with the exception
of those containing /@/, exemplify the occurrence of all phonemes in stressed position.
When stressed, none of these vowels allows signi�cant allophonic variation.

There is however a phonetic process a�ecting mid-high and mid-low vowels in the speech
of certain speakers, namely the insertion of a preceding glide (unless they are preceded by
a phonological glide, in rising diphthongs, see 5.1.7). This glide takes the form of a palatal
approximant before front vowels (e.g. [es] `this' may be realised as [jes]) and a labial-velar
approximant before back vowels (e.g. [a'ros] `rice' may be pronounced [a'rwos]). This
phenomenon was also noticed by Schuchardt's data collector, as some instances of <v>
insertion occur in his 1883 description. Assuming that this refers to the same phenomenon
just described for modern DIP, and although Schuchardt (1883) treats these segments as
part of the lexemes, it is best to describe glide-insertion of this type as a phonetic- rather
than phonemic-level operation, because a) it is strictly optional; b) it is more prevalent in

7The only exception is a grammatical item, the demonstrative ik@l `that'. In its grammatical function
(as a demonstrative as well as a marker of de�niteness, see 7.2.6), this element carries weak or no stress
and is subject to phonological bleaching, often being realised as [k@l]. However, the word maintains the
/@/ (pronounced schwa or [5]) even if it stands as the sole constituent of an utterance, such as in the reply
to a question of the type `Which � �?'.
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certain speakers than others; and c) it produces uncommon sequences such as glide-vowel-
glide (e.g. [dwoj] for /doy/ `two', or [wojS] for /oÃ/ `today', see also 5.1.7).

5.1.3 Unstressed oral vowels

The realisation of DIP vowels is sensitive to lexical stress. Not only is the distribution
of certain phonemes constrained by stress assignment; certain phonemic distinctions may
also be suspended in unstressed positions. Absence of stress has two general consequences
on DIP vowels, namely a) the annulment of the mid-high/mid-low contrast, and b) a
heightening pull a�ecting certain segments. The particulars of these processes are described
below.

One case in which the absence of stress dissolves phonemic boundaries concerns the se-
ries of back vowels, which was described in Figure 5.1 as consisting of /u/, /o/ and /O/. In
unstressed positions, however, phonetic [u], [o] and [O] seem to be allophonic, but because
of the overall dominance of [u] one may apprehend that absence of stress favours a phonetic
shift towards the closed segment. The directionality of this shift is further supported by an
important fact conditioning allophonic variation, namely that while certain lexemes allow
free allophonic variation across the spectrum, others consistently employ [u]. To capture
this crucial distinction, and considering that in unstressed position there are no grounds
for a phonemic contrast between /o/ and /O/, the spelling of lexemes containing unstressed
back vowels with this type of variation in height (and which are often realised as [u]) will
include either <o> or <O> depending on its most common realisation. Examples of these
two categories include:

a) allowing allophonic variation:
- /bo'nit/ `beautiful, good': [bunit^] / [bonit^] / [bOnit^]
- /tO'mo/ `took': [tumo] / [tomo] / [tOmo]

b) disallowing allophonic variation:
- /fu'Ãi/ `to escape': [fu'Ãi]
- /u'va/ `to �y': [u'Va]

The situation concerning the front vowel series and its reaction to lack of stress is
somewhat similar, but with some important di�erences. It is also the case that, in un-
stressed position, [e] and [E] are in allophonic distribution (they are graphed <e> or <E>
in accordance with their most common realisation). The heightening pull, however, is
weaker than that observed for the back vowels. Occurrences of this type of variation are
indeed encountered in the corpus (e.g. /feÙad/ `closed' may be realised as [fEÙad^], [feÙad^]
or [�Ùad^])8 but so are numerous examples of lexical items that resist heightening (e.g.
/pEga/ `to catch'). The phoneme [i], mirroring the case of [u], is consistently realised as
/i/.

8Also [fESad^], [feSad^] or [�Sad^]), see section 5.2.4 on the realisation of a�ricate segments.
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The low vowel /a/ occurs in unstressed position and consistently takes its corresponding
phonetic form [a]. It is therefore not a�ected by any heightening pull set in motion by the
absence of stress. Examples include [la'rãjS] `orange' and [na'se] `to be born'.

It has already been pointed out that /@/ may be realised as [@] or [5] and that it is
limited to unstressed positions - but see this chapter fn. 7 -, be it within unstressed gram-
matical items (such as d@, p@ and n@) or in pretonic syllables of a stress-bearing lexeme.
Examples of the latter include the words /d@'p@j/ `after(wards)', /purs@'sãw/ `procession'
or /kur@'sãw/ `heart'. See section 5.4 below for an explanation of the prevalence (and
deletion) of schwa in medial syllables of polysyllabic words, as in kur@'sãw.

5.1.4 Inventory of nasal vowels

Even though vocalic nasality is at times the by-product of speci�c phonemic environments
(e.g. in the presence of a velar nasal, see section 5.2.2), the following minimal pairs -
opposing homorganic oral and nasal vowels as well as oral and nasal diphthongs - make it
clear that these are phonemically distinct in DIP:

- o vs. õ: [ot^] `other'
[õt^] `yesterday'

- aj vs. ãj: [maj] `more, but'
[mãj] `mother'

- i vs. �i: [si] `if'
[s�i] `yes'

We may still add the following non-minimal pairs in which, however, homorganic oral
and nasal vowels occur in similar contexts:

- oj vs. õj: [foj] `went'
[põj] `put(s)'

- u vs. �u: [mi'nut^] `minute'
[Ã�ut] `together'

The nasal vowel series is reduced in comparison with the oral system presented in
Figure 5.1 above. No distinction is made between mid-high and mid-low nasal vowels,
which occur in free variation. In addition, no nasalised mid-central vowel occurs in DIP -
cf. Figure 5.2.

On account of their relative rarity, it is considerably more di�cult to �nd minimal pairs
to illustrate the phonemic contrasts in Figure 5.2 than it was for the oral series, and it is
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�u•

õ•

ã•

�e•

�i•

Figure 5.2: Phonemic inventory of DIP: nasal vowels

a matter of chance to be able to produce such pairs for contiguous segments on the artic-
ulatory chart. Not all of the following minimal pairs therefore re�ect contiguity, but they
are instrumental in de�ning the subset of segments in the nasal series with phonemic status:

- �i vs. �e: [s�i] `yes'
[s�e] `without'

- �e vs. ã: [k�et^] `hot'
[kãt^] `sing(s)'

- �e vs. õ: [k�et^] `hot'
[kõt^] `tell(s)'

- �e vs. �u: [Ã�et^] `people'
[Ã�ut^] `together'

- ã vs. õ: [ãt^] `before'
[õt^] `yesterday'

5.1.5 Stressed nasal vowels

All the examples provided in the previous section consist of stress-carrying monosyllables,
which shows that all nasal segments identi�ed in Figure 5.2 occur in stressed position.
As noted before, the mid-high/mid-low contrast is not phonemic in the nasal series: the
corresponding phoneme is variously realised as mid-high or mid-low, in free variation. As
in the case of the oral series, stressed nasal vowels /�e/ and /õ/ may be preceded, in the
speech of some speakers, by a glide. A palatal approximant may be inserted before a front
vowel (e.g. /s�ep/ `always' may be realised as [sj�ep^]) and a labial-velar approximant may
precede a back vowel (e.g. /õt/ `yesterday' may be pronounced [wõt^]).
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5.1.6 Unstressed nasal vowels

All �ve nasal segments are admitted in unstressed position, as shown by the following forms:

[�i'VEr] `winter'
[s�e'ta] `to sit'
[jã'ta(r)] `lunch'
[kõ'ta] `to tell'
[Ã�u'ta] `to gather'

In the absence of stress, though, nasal vowels may sometimes be denasalised in actual
�owing speech, a phenomenon which does not usually a�ect their stressed counterparts. It
is therefore not uncommon for /s�i'ti/ `to feel', for instance, to occur as [si'ti] or /kã'tig/
`song' to be realised as [ka'tig^]. Once denasalised, these vowels are subject to the height-
ening tendency typical of unstressed oral vowels (see 5.1.3), so that, for example, /�ek@'tro/
`met/found' may either be pronounced [ek@'tro] or [ik@'tro].

5.1.7 Diphthongs

In DIP, the vast majority of diphthongs occur in stressed position, although some coun-
terexamples do exist (e.g. [kuj'dad^] `care' or [koj'tad^] `disgraced'). Both oral and nasal
diphthongs are attested in DIP. The vast majority of the attested diphthongs are of the
dropping type; the inventory of these, containing elements of both the oral and nasal series,
is given below:

a) iw e.g. [viw] `saw'
b) ew e.g. [na'sew] `was born'
c) ej e.g. [Vej] `came'
d) Ej e.g. [VEj] `old'
e) Ew e.g. [sEw] `sky'
f) @j e.g. [d@'p@j] `after/then'
g) aj e.g. [Vaj] `[to] go'
h) aw e.g. [paw] `stick'
i) Oj e.g. [mOj] `ground'
j) oj e.g. [kojs] `thing(s)'
k) uj e.g. [mujt^] `very'
l) �ej e.g. [v�ej] `come(s)'
m) ãj e.g. [mãj] `mother'
n) ãw e.g. [Ãam'lãw] `a type of fruit'
o) õj e.g. [põj] `put(s)'

It will be noticed that not all phonemes form diphthongs with both glides. The absence
of */ij/ and */uw/ is articulatorily and perceptually justi�ed, as the two segments in each
diphthong are too close to each other. The absence of */@w/ should not be surprising -
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/@j/ itself is rather limited in its occurrence. The real absence is that of */ow/, but see
section 9.1.3 for a discussion of this issue.

Many instances of dropping diphthongs are the result of the fact that all etymological
palatal lateral approximants have been reinterpreted in DIP as palatal glides. Examples
include DIP [Ãu'ej] `knee' (from Pt. joelho [Zu'eLu]) and DIP [VEj] (from Pt. velho ['vELu]).

Some attested rising diphthongs must be attributed to the operation of a phonetic
principle which can be described as follows:

- insert a palatal glide between a back or central vowel and either a postalveolar frica-
tive or a velar nasal.

The result of this process is predictable and stable. Examples include [lOjS] `shop',
[lõjS] `far', [ãjS] `angel' and [�ujî] `nail'. The insertion of a glide in these phonetic contexts
serves the purpose of approximating the nucleus of the syllable to the point of articulation
required for the coda consonant.

Rising diphthongs pose some important questions, as they may be the result of several
phonetic processes. Two in particular are relevant in this case:

A - The optional insertion of a glide before stressed middle vowels (e.g. [kworp], [sj�ep])
- as described above.

B - The diphthongation of adjacent vowels forming the nucleus of two di�erent syllables.
Instances of verbal �exion (see section 6.2) exemplify this process: roots which end in a
vowel (such as pasi- `to travel' or du- `to ache'), when combined with a vowel-initial su�x
(e.g. the past su�xes -o or -ew, the in�nitive su�xes -a or -e), often result in a rising
diphthong; therefore, /pasi'a/ `to travel' is realised as [pa'sja], /pasi'o/ `travelled' surfaces
as [pa'sjo], /du'e/ `to ache' is realised as [dwe] and /du'ew/ `ached' as [dwew].

These two processes operate in fundamentally di�erent ways; notice that A concerns
the addition of phonetic material absent from the phonological representation of the word
whereas B entails the phonetic alteration of phonological material. However, they both
produce glides that are strictly con�ned to phonetic realisations. The question then remains
whether rising diphthongs are ever phonological.

The �rst person pronoun [jo] is a highly frequent instance of a rising diphthong for which
there are no morphological means to support syllabi�cation.9 Other rising diphthongs are
found in the corpus that contradict the predictions of process A, such as /si'kw�et/ `�fty',
so these could be assigned to process B. However, velar stops are particularly common
as precedents of rising diphthongs with /w-/, and this is also the case in Portuguese.10

9The transformation of the Ptg. etymon eu [ew] `I' into a rising diphthong is exceptional, especially
because the original dropping dipthong is present elsewhere in DIP (e.g. dew `gave'). The unusual phonetic
contour of DIP [jo] presumably arises from the abovementioned process by which a palatal glide is often
inserted prior to a mid-front vowel; therefore a putative original form *ew came to be pronounced *[jew],
after which the section [-ew] monophthongised in [o], resulting in [jo].

10For a similar debate concerning the phonemic status of Portuguese glides in rising diphthongs, see
Mateus and d'Andrade (2000:48-51). These authors interpret all such diphthongs strictly as the product
of phonetic principles, but they survey antagonistic opinions such as that of Barbosa (1965).
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Therefore, for certain DIP lexemes a rising diphthong is etymological; examples include
DIP [kwO'r�et^] `fourty' (from Pt. quarenta [kw5'r�et5]), DIP [i'gwOl] `equal' (from Pt. igual
[i'gwal]) and DIP [kwõt^] `how many/much' (from Pt. quanto [kw�5'tu]). Unfortunately,
these cases do not contribute decisively to decide whether modern DIP produces such rising
diphthongs on a phonemic level, as even these forms may sometimes be realised without
the glide (e.g. [kO'r�et^], [i'gOl] and [kõt^]) - an optionality akin to that of the products
of A for which no etymological glide obtained (e.g. DIP [kworp^] `body', from Pt. corpo
['korpu]). It is clear, however, that DIP received these lexemes from Portuguese with the
diphthong; notice that the etymological central vowels have been transformed into back
vowels to accommodate the DIP requirement that /w/ may not precede central vowels.
From a diachronic perspective, then, one can say that DIP rising diphthongs with a labial-
velar glide overall spring from two distinct sources: a) the application of phonetic principle
A, and b) the retention of etymological diphthongs in some instances preceded by a velar
stop. It remains unclear whether this distinction is still relevant in modern DIP or whether
all such diphthongs are now interpreted, by analogy, as the result of A.

5.2 Consonant system

Table 5.1 charts the consonantal segments with phonemic status in DIP according to their
point and mode of articulation. The following sections analyse the distributional con-
straints and allophonic variation a�ecting consonantal phonemes, and in so doing motivate
the contrasts proposed in Table 5.1. In the interest of clarity, the discussion is segmented
according to mode of articulation.

Bilabial Lab-dent. Dental Alveolar P-alveo. Retrof. Palatal Velar Uvul. Glot.
Plosive p b t d k g
Nasal m n N
Trill/Flap r
Fricative f v s z S
A�ricate Ù Ã
Approx. j
Lab. appr. w
Lateral l

Table 5.1: Phonemic inventory of DIP: consonants

5.2.1 Plosives

The following minimal pair oppositions motivate the proposed phonemic contrasts in the
plosive series. The �rst observation to be made is that voice has phonemic value. Minimal
pairs opposing two homorganic plosives distinguished solely by the voice parameter include
the following:

- p vs. b: [pat^] `duck'
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[bat^] `strike(s)'

- t vs. d: [t@] `am/is/are'
[d@] `of'

No exact pair has been identi�ed for the velar pair in initial position, but consider the
following pair in which they occur in an equivalent phonemic context:

- k vs. g: [kad^] `each'
[gat^] `cat'

All plosives occur in syllable onsets word-initially, as demonstrated above, and also
word-medially. Examples of the latter include [api'Na] `to get', [ka'bo] `�nished', [�i'ter]
`whole', [a'diV] `fox', [a'ki] `here', and [a'gOr] `now'. They can also occur as syllable codas
either word-medially or word-�nally, but in these cases they are normally unreleased (the
possibility exists for speakers to release such plosives audibly in formal elicitation contexts,
but this hardly ever occurs in natural speech). An unreleased realisation neutralises the
phonetic contrast between a voiced plosive and its homorganic voiceless counterpart, but
not their phonological opposition, as demonstrated by the pair /jak/ `jackfruit' vs. /jag/
`jaggery'. In concatenated speech the �nal consonant will be fully released if the following
segment is vocalic and the voice contrast therefore re-surfaces. Compare the behaviour of
the velar plosives in the following examples:

(15) a. aki �k - [aki'�k^]

b. �k aki - ['�ka'ki]
`stay here'

(16) a. a el dig - [a'jel'dig^]

b. dig a el - ['diga'jel]
`tell him'

5.2.2 Nasals

Minimal pairs can be produced to attest of the phonemic distinction between the bilabial
and the alveolar nasals:

- m vs. n: [mãw] `hand'
[nãw] `no'

One might want to interpret the occurrence of nasal vowels as the result of spread of
nasality from a phonemic nasal consonant, as proposed for several languages. This is not
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the case in DIP; the presence of a nasal consonant in the coda does not necessarily entail
the nasalisation of the previous vowels, as conveniently demonstrated by the following ex-
amples:

- �i vs. im vs. in: [s�i] `yes'
[i'sim] `on top'
[�n] `small'

This is not to say, however, that nasality spread cannot occur. In fact, that is often
the case when the following nasal consonant is /N/. The phonemic status of this segment
is somewhat complex; its production in certain contexts must be seen as belonging to the
realm of articulation alone, viz. as a linking phone between a nasal vowel and a velar
plosive (e.g. [brãNk^] for /brãk/ `white'). On the other hand, /N/ occurs distinctively in
phonological contexts in which another nasal consonant or a single nasal vowel are licensed;
compare, for instance, [s�i], [i'sim] and [�n] with [tiN] `had/there was' or the use of the su�x
/-iN/ (e.g. [ra'tiN] `small mouse', [aV'ziN] `grandmother' - see section 8.2.1). Articulatorily
speaking, /N/ has two allophones: it may surface either as a velar nasal, before consonants
(e.g. [tiNku'me] for /tiN ku'me/ `was eating'), or as a velar approximant /î/ intervo-
calically (e.g. [ki'î�et] `�ve hundred', [raj'îo] `scratched') and in isolation (e.g. [tiî] for
/tiN/ `had/there was'). An important distinction between phonetic and phonemic N is that
the latter, as described in 5.1.7, triggers the realisation of a palatal glide before it when
preceded by a vowel other than /i/ (the sequence [raj'îo] above therefore corresponds to
/raNo/ on the phonemic level).

5.2.3 Trill and �ap

Table 5.1 makes no distinction between an alveolar trill and a �ap, although both occur in
actual speech. A closer look at their distribution suggests that they are allophones. The
�ap occurs as the second element of consonant clusters (e.g. [pRet] `black'), in syllable
codas (e.g. [gaR'gãt] `throat') and syllable onsets in word-medial positions (e.g. [ma'Rad]
`built'). The �ap is dispreferred in word-initial positions, and the trill is blocked from
syllable codas. In addition, speakers show free variation between the �ap and the trill in
word-medial syllable onsets, with a clear preference for the �ap in a token count.

All indications taken together, the trill and the �ap are here interpreted as allophones
of an alveolar phoneme /r/. No minimal pairs can be found in which /r/ appears as the
second element of a consonant cluster for the simple reason that this is one of the few
phonemes allowed in such a position. The phonological nature of /r/ is made evident from
the following examples in which the segment appears word-initially, word-medially and
word-�nally:

- r vs. p: [rOd^] `wheel'
[pOd^] `can v.'
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- r vs. m: [ku're] `to run'
[ku'me] `to eat'

- r vs. z vs. d: [kar] `expensive'
[kaz] `house'
[kad] `each'

5.2.4 Fricatives and a�ricates

Regarding the labiodental point of articulation, the true opposition on the phonetic level
is not between a voiced and voiceless fricative but rather a voiceless fricative and a voiced
approximant.

- f vs. V: [fak^] `knife'
[Vak^] `cow'

Even though full labiodental constriction is never attained, the latter segment will be
treated as the phonetic realisation of a fricative /v/ in order to

a) distance it from the series of approximants - see below (this section) for a discussion
of the contrast between /v/ and /w/;

and

b) highlight its similarities with the fricative series, such as the fact that /v/ is also
subject to �nal devoicing, in which case it is realised as a voiceless labiodental fricative [f].

The approximant realisation of this fricative is at odds with DIP's main lexi�er, but
it is easily explained by looking at the phonetic and phonemic systems of its surrounding
languages. The labiodental approximant (but not the voiced fricative) is in fact a common
segment in Western Indo-Aryan languages, and DIP sides with them in this respect. How-
ever, in these languages the approximant [V] and the labial-velar glide [w] are in allophonic
distribution, with the former being reserved as precedent to a front vowel (see Masica
1991:100). In DIP these two segments do contrast, although the evidence is limited. One
of the reasons why it is impossible to obtain exact minimal pairs has to do with distribu-
tional constraints a�ecting these two segments: whereas [w] never occurs at syllable onset
except as the second element of complex onsets, [V] only rarely occurs immediately after
a vowel (although it may occur in codas, consider /arv/ `tree', for instance). Among the
few cases in which it does, the following pair was selected to illustrate that [V]11 and [w]

11It will be made clear at a later stage that in syllable-�nal position, voiced fricatives are unspeci�ed as
to their voice trait, and are only realised as voiced if the segment that follows is voiced. In isolation, this
lexeme would be pronounced [laf]; the phonetic representations given in this section are necessary for the
argument and therefore assume non-isolated occurrences of the words in question.
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occur in similar contexts:

- V vs.w: [laV] `wash(es)'
[paw] `stick'

Some additional instances of postvocalic /V/ include [aV'ziN] `grandmother', [oV] `egg'
and [nOV] `nine'.

Section 5.1.7 above describes how postalveolar fricatives trigger the insertion of a glide
[j] after a preceding non-front vowel, giving rise to a number of phonetic diphthongs.
Postalveolar fricatives, both voiced [Z] and voiceless [S], are phonetically prominent in the
corpus, but a closer look at patterns of variation reveals that there is more than meets the
eye. In most of the cases they are allophones of their a�ricate counterparts [Ã] and [Ù], as
both realisations are licensed. Consider the following pattern of phonetic variation: [SuV]
vs. [ÙuV] `rain', [Z�ut^] vs. [Ã�ut^] `together'. Both are also possible if the segment occurs
in syllable coda, although in this position the postalveolar fricative is preferred; examples
include the variable forms [lOjÃ] vs. [lOjZ] `shop'. Such preference is understandable - indeed
expected - in light of the Sonority Sequence Principle (v. Selkirk 1984). This phonotactic
principle predicts that the syllable nucleus constitutes a sonority peak to which the onset
progressively builds up and from which the coda progressively descends; plosives are by
de�nition the least sonorant in the scale, and as such the neutralisation of the obstruence
in the syllable-�nal a�ricate ensures that the �nal segment is the one least sonorant in the
coda.

A small number of lexemes always surface with [S] and disallow [Ù], most notably
forms of the highly frequent verb /di'Sa/ `to let'. As such, a separate phoneme /S/ has to
be recognised, distinct from /Ù/ on the phonological level but not necessarily so on the
phonemic level. Interestingly, this opposition has no parallel for the corresponding voiced
segments, as [Z] and [Ã] are strictly allophones; this creates an instance of asymmetry as
far as postalveolar fricatives are concerned.

We have now established that phonetic [S] may correspond to phonemic /S/ or /Ù/,
but in a limited subset of the lexicon it can still be at variance with the alveolar fricative
[s]. These include occurrences of the fricative in syllable-�nal word-internal position, pro-
ducing the following pairs of phonetic realisations: [raS'pa] vs. [ras'pa] `to scratch'; [iS'kOl]
vs. [is'kOl] `school'. The postalveolar realisation of sibilants in syllable-�nal position is a
distinctive trait of Modern European Portuguese, but not of the 16th-century varieties (see
section 9.1.3), and must therefore be a relatively recent trend in DIP.

A very clear tendency towards �nal-devoicing a�ects DIP fricatives in a particularly
strong way, to such an extent that the phonemic opposition between voiced and voiceless
fricatives is suspended in this position. In isolation, all words ending in a fricative surface
with a voiceless consonant; if the underlying fricative is voiced, however, they will become
voiced if the subsequent segment is also voiced. The following examples concern the ad-
jective /nov/ `new'; they illustrate how the �nal voiced phoneme is voiceless in isolation
(17a) and before another voiceless phoneme (17b) but voiced if the following segment is
also voiced, whether it is homorganic (17c) or not (17d):
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(17) a. /nov/ `new'- [nof]

b. /nov kaz/ `new house'- ['nof'kas]

c. /nov vistid/ `new dress'- ['noVViS'tid]

d. /nov irmãw/ `new brother'- ['noViR'mãw]

Final devoicing similarly a�ects the remaining fricatives, so that under similar circum-
stances [kas] `house' occurs instead of [kaz] and [lOjS] `shop' instead of [lOjZ]. This pattern is
not without exceptions, as words may consciously be pronounced with a voiced �nal frica-
tive in contexts where one might expect devoicing. The truth remains, however, that the
general pattern is the one illustrated by the contextual variation of /vez/ in the following
utterance by a young male speaker (phonetic transcription):

(18) [jo
1s

t@
HAB

kai
fall

ãNu Vez
sometimes

ãNu Ves]
sometimes

`I fall down sometimes, sometimes.'

5.2.5 Approximants

It is convenient to introduce the section on approximants with a reminder that some non-
approximant phonemes routinely surface as approximants. The most common realisation
of the velar nasal /N/ is a velar approximant [î] but, as argued in 5.2.2, there is no
phonemic opposition between the two. The same holds for the labiodental approximant [V]
which, as explained in section 5.2.4, is best treated as representing an underlying fricative
/v/.

With these phones excluded from the phonemic chart, it can now be established that
DIP has two approximant phonemes: palatal /j/ and labial-velar /w/. They always com-
bine with vowels to form diphthongs, as described in section 5.1.7 above. Examples of
minimal pairs opposing these glides to each other and to other consonants are given below:

- j vs. w: [paj] `father'
[paw] `stick'

- j vs. d: [mej] `half'
[med^] `fear'

- w vs. g: [diw] `Diu'
[dig^] `say(s)'

Audible glides occur as the result of several phonetic processes and are therefore not
instances of the corresponding phonemes. A phonetic [w] can be produced before a stressed
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middle back vowel (e.g. [wõt^] for /õt/ `yesterday') or as the realisation of unstressed /u/
when followed by another vowel (e.g. [dwe] for /du'e/ `to hurt'). Similarly, a non-phonemic
[j] may also precede a stressed middle front vowel (e.g. [pjEd^] for /pEd/ `stone') or be the
realisation of a diphthongised /i/ followed by another vowel (e.g. [ljãw] for /li'ãw/ `lion');
in addition, a palatal approximant may mediate between most vowels and the postalveolar
fricative [S] or the velar nasal [N]. For more examples and further information, see section
5.1.7.

5.2.6 Laterals

The phonological repertoire of DIP features one lateral phoneme whose articulation is
alveolar except in word-�nal position, where it tends towards a dental realisation. The
minimal pairs presented below attest to its phonemic status, while making it clear that /l/
is licensed in both syllable onsets and codas:

- l vs. s: [mil] `a thousand'
[mis] `mass'

- l vs. p vs. k: [lad^] `side'
[pad^] `priest'
[kad^] `each'

It can also occur as the second element in a consonant cluster, such as in the word
/�or/ `�ower'. In that respect, the distribution of /l/ approaches that of /r/ (cf. e.g. /fri/
`cold'), but the following minimal pair clari�es that a phonemic contrast obtains between
the two segments:

- l vs. r: [kal] `shut up'
[kar] `expensive'

5.3 The syllable

DIP words may be monosyllabic, disyllabic or trisyllabic. Even though su�xation often
involves the addition of a syllable, the resulting form never contains more than three
syllables. The syllables admit simple and complex onsets and codas, whereas the nucleus
may be occupied by up to two segments (see 5.3.2 for a full account). The following
subsections describe in more detail the distribution of the various phonemes within the
syllable.

One observation that must be made at this point concerns geminates that may possi-
bly arise in discourse. Whenever similar segments (whether vocalic or consonantal) occur
contiguously, DIP does not contract the resulting geminates. The phrase /kõ'pra a'roz/
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`to buy rice' is pronounced [kõ'praa'ros] and /ain n@ foj/ `didn't go yet' as [a'inn@'foj].

5.3.1 Onset

DIP admits simple and complex onsets. Below is a list of monosyllabic words with simple
onsets:

/pork/ `pig' /bat/ `hit(s)'
/tud/ `all' /da/ `give(s)'
/kor/ `colour' /gat/ `cat'
/mujt/ `very'
/nad/ `nothing'
/ru/ `street'
/�n/ `small' /vak/ `cow'
/sol/ `sun' /zEl/ `[a name]'
/lad/ `side'
/Ùuv/ `rain' /Ãa/ `already'

This list makes it clear that all consonantal phonemes are allowed in this position, with
the exception of the velar nasal /N/ and the glides. Whereas /w/ never occurs syllable-
initially, there is one highly common word in which /j/ occupies the coda position, namely
the 1st person singular personal pronoun /jo/ `I'. See section 5.1.7 for a discussion of this
exceptional case.

Complex onsets are occupied by consonant clusters, the second element of which must
be a liquid; /r/ is preferably �apped in this position, and it is much more common than /l/.
Onset clusters have either a plosive or a fricative as their initial element. Some attested
cases are given below:

/pret/ `black' /brãk/ `white'
/trej/ `three' /drumi/ `to sleep'
/kruz/ `cross' /graj/ `crow'
/fri/ `cold'
/�or/ `�ower'

5.3.2 Nucleus

Section 5.1.7 claimed that the status of rising diphthongs (with the exception of /jo/)
in cases such as [si'kw�et] `�fty' or [i'gwal] `equal' is unclear. If they are the result of
the diphthongation of adjacent vocalic segments, then such segments must be assigned to
di�erent syllables; if, on the other hand, they are phonological, then the rising diphthong
integrates the syllable nucleus.
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One might feel tempted to assign glides of rising diphthongs to the syllable onset (as
elements in a consonant cluster); likewise, the glide in a dropping diphthong may be inter-
preted as a syllable coda. In this interpretation, the sequence /jz/ in /kojz/ `thing' would
be seen as a cluster. In the absence of clues to resolve this interpretative standstill, the
issue will have to remain unresolved. As such, it is unclear whether the syllable nucleus
can only contain a single segment or up to two segments.

5.3.3 Coda

Syllable codas in DIP can also be simple or complex. I assume, for the purpose of this de-
scription, that glides are assigned to syllable nucleus (see section 5.3.2 for a full discussion)
and not to syllable coda.

All consonantal phonemes are allowed as simple codas but, as mentioned earlier, in
this position there is no phonetic opposition between /f/ and /v/, and between /Ù/ and
/Ã/. The contrast between /s/ and /z/ itself is not always kept in coda position, although
certain lexemes (e.g. /vez/ `occasion' or /purt@'gez/ `Portuguese') do have a tendency to
contradict the instructions of �nal devoicing.

/ap/ `�atbread' /kOb/ `snake'
/ot/ `other' /bud/ `stupid'
/pok/ `few' /�g/ `�g'
/tOm/ `take(s)'
/piken/ `small'
/uN/ `nail'
/mojr/ `muslim'
/nOv/ `nine'
/dos/ `sweet' /vez/ `turn'
/ÃanEl/ `window'
/oÃ/ `today' /pEÙ/ `�at'
/peS/ `�sh'

The consonant clusters allowed as complex codas are nearly a mirror image of those at-
tested for complex onsets. In this case, the �rst element of the cluster (the most sonorant)
must be a liquid and the �nal segment either a plosive or a fricative. There is at least one
case in which the �nal consonant is nasal, viz. karn `meat', although it only surfaces in the
speech of some (cf. this chapter fn. 14). Once more, /r/ is normally �apped and it is more
common than /l/ in the �rst position. Below are some attested examples of complex codas:

/korp/ `body'
/pOrt/ `door'
/alt/ `tall'
/pork/ `pig'
/fors/ `speed'
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/bols/ `pocket'
/arv/ `tree'

5.4 Stress and intonation

DIP is a stress-accent language, in that each word marks one syllable as being particularly
prominent (see e.g. Bolinger 1958, Smith 2008b). Stress falls predictably on the word's
�nal syllable, and as such can be said to be phonologically assigned rather than morpho-
logically determined. This claim is based on a number of di�erent considerations:

- Phonetic: in polysyllabic words, �nal syllables are consistently more prominent than
others in terms of pitch.12 Intensity also clearly favours a given word's last syllable most of
the times; whenever it does not, the non-�nal syllables seldom supersede it, in any context;

- Phonological: as explained in section 5.1, the phonemic contrast between /e/ and /E/,
and between /o/ and /O/ only applies to �nal syllables. The distribution of /@/ is also
sensitive to stress in that it is excluded from stressed syllables (with the exception of ik@l
`that', d@p@y `after(wards)' and certain English-derived words such as sayk@l `bicycle', see
above);

- Morphological: the addition of morphological material onto verbal stems can increase
the number of syllables in a word and is therefore a convenient testing ground for the claim
that DIP stress is phonologically determined; as predicted, in such cases we do observe a
�uctuation of stress from the last syllable of the stem onto the verbal su�x, as exempli�ed
by the following pairs:13

- monosyllabic: /fal/ `speak(s)'
disyllabic: /fa.'lo/ `spoke'

- disyllabic: /a.'paî/ `get(s)'
trisyllabic: /a.p@.'No/ `got'

- Etymological: in the adaptation of Portuguese words into DIP, etymological post-
stressed syllables are dropped (with the potential incorporation of their onset as the coda
of the last DIP syllable), with the e�ect that in DIP all �nal syllables coincide with stressed
syllables in Portuguese.14 Consider the following examples:

12This is a strong general pattern, but it can of course be subverted by certain prosodic contours and
by sandhi rules dictating the spread of high pitch from a preceding word onto the word's �rst syllable.

13Whenever relevant, syllable boundaries are indicated by single dots in phonemic and phonetic repre-
sentation. See also section 4.3.

14Very rarely, some speakers will add phonetic material to represent the last syllable of the etymon in
such cases, so that `music' may be pronounced [muz], [musk^] or [muzk^]; the same holds, for instance, for
the Ptg. name `Fátima', which is normally [fat^] but may sometimes occur as [fatm]. While, undoubtedly,
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- one post-stress syllable: Ptg. /ku.'bEr.t5/ `blanket'
DIP /ku.'bErt/ `blanket'

- two post-stress syllables: Ptg. /'mu.zi.k5/ `music'
DIP /muz/ `music'

In disyllabic words, no signi�cant vowel reduction is observed in the unstressed syl-
lables, but the situation is rather di�erent for trisyllabic words. In these cases, the �rst
syllable shows little reduction when compared to the stressed syllable, but the second (me-
dial) syllable typically undergoes considerable reduction. The nucleus of such syllables is
usually occupied by /@/, which will surface as [@], [5] and often [Ø].15 Consider the following
examples:16

- /kaz@'m�et/ `wedding': [kaz'm�et^]

- /rap@'rig/ `girl': [ra'prig^]

- /kur@'sãw/ `heart': [kuR'sãw]

As the previous examples illustrate, reduction a�ects the vocalic segment of the me-
dial syllable but not the remaining material, which is redistributed onto the surrounding
audible syllables. This poses an important constraint on the tendency to reduce medial
syllables, namely that the resulting consonant clusters should not violate the language's
cluster restrictions. As shown in the following example, consonant clusters containing three
segments are not necessarily blocked, but only occur in certain contexts:

- /purk@'ri/ `mess': [pur'kri] or [purk'ri]

Notice that two di�erent syllable divisions are proposed for the phonetic realisation of
this word, in turn assigning the velar plosive to the �rst syllable or the �nal one. Whatever
the interpretation, the resulting clusters - onset plosive + liquid, or coda liquid + plosive
- are found elsewhere in DIP (see section 5.3). The distribution of a sequence containing

such extra material must be generated at the phonological level in these examples, the speakers who
produce the longer forms tend to be the ones most familiar with standard Portuguese; as such, it seems
warranted to propose that such realisations represent a type of correction modelled on SP.

15Considering that stress always falls on the last syllable, it is striking that the �rst and second syllables
of trisyllabic words behave so di�erently with respect to this tendency of vowel reduction. The reason for
resistance of the �rst syllable to reduction may be psycholinguistic; it has been shown that the �rst and
�nal syllables of a word are particularly important both for processing by a hearer and retrieving by a
speaker - the so-called bathtub e�ect (see e.g. Scovel 1998) by analogy with a person lying in a tub with
only her feet and head visible outside the water.

16The phonetic representation of [kuR'sãw] mirrors the record of the same word in a song as transcribed
in Schuchardt (1883), in the verse Regai mé corção `water my heart'; the orthography clearly represents a
similarly ellipted medial syllable, which reveals that this type of reduction is not a recent development in
DIP.
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a liquid + plosive + plosive might be more di�cult to resolve, which can explain why the
middle syllable in /purt@'gez/ `Portuguese' is seldom reduced.

As far as intonation is concerned, it is clear that its assignment responds to grammatical
and pragmatic considerations. In general, each clause has an intonational peak which is
tendentially assigned to a focal constituent - which, if not the verb form, is in many
cases expressed in preverbal position in declarative sentences (see sections 7.8.1 and 7.8.4).
After this intonational peak, there is often an abrupt drop in pitch. There is therefore
a close interaction between syntactic realisation and intonational contours which favours
the preverbal position as a focus position and, therefore, a common locus for the clause's
intonational peak. This need not be the case, however; in cleft constructions (see 7.8.1),
for instance, the focused element and the VP may be mediated by other constituents, and
it is the clause-initial clefted element which is prosodically most prominent.

Some grammatical elements (e.g. simple prepositions, many auxiliaries), typically un-
stressed or rather weakly so, do not receive high prosodic prominence; others (e.g. negators,
complex prepositions) accept it, when they are focused (e.g. the negator in nã E `it is NOT',
in contrast to the polarly opposed assertion E `it IS').

In content questions, the intonational contour is usually as described above: the prag-
matically central element, i.e. the interrogative pro-form, is consistently realised in pre-
verbal position, and it also carries the intonational peak (see section 7.6.2.3). The syntax
of polar questions, on the other hand, is indistinguishable from that of simple declaratives
(see 7.6.2.1), so they are distinguished strictly by intonation. The prosody of typical polar
questions involves rising intonation, with its peak at the end of the clause. Tag questions
(a particular type of polar questions, described in 7.6.2.2) behave di�erently in that their
interrogative status is marked by the use of a tag n@ which, in prosodic terms, is normally
the most prominent element of the clause.

5.5 Orthographic conventions

The description of DIP phonology in this chapter now allows for the de�nition of ortho-
graphic rules that take phonemic contrasts in consideration - this writing system is based
on the Roman alphabet for practical purposes. In so doing I shall have four main preoc-
cupations:

a) the orthography should be consistent and mirror phonemic structure as closely as
possible;

b) the orthography should facilitate the representation of orality; therefore, whenever
phonetic variation occurs, the orthography adopted will correspond to the most common
realisation;

c) the symbols should be easy to hand-write and type; therefore, resort to IPA sym-
bols will be reduced to a minimum, although it is unavoidable to code certain phonemic
oppositions;
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d) the symbols should be easily apprehended so that the orthography may potentially
be adopted by the speakers of DIP; in this sense, the proposed orthography tendentially re-
lies on common transcription rules in place for the romanisation of Indo-Aryan languages,
as well as on the o�cial orthography of standard European Portuguese;

Below is an explanation of the orthographic rules adhered to in this volume, which
amount to a writing system for DIP. It will be noticed that, unlike in the orthography of
European Portuguese, the present system does not resort to diacritics, with the exception
of the tilde to indicate nasality. This decision is made in order to avoid confusion, as
graphic accents in SP not only clarify vowel quality (e.g. <ê> for [e] vs. <é>/<è> for
[E]) but often also indicate the position of word stress. In contrast, no visual indication of
stress is adopted for DIP because, as described in 5.4, stress is phonologically determined
and not morphological.

The following symbols stand for the oral vowels:

- <a> corresponds to /a/: e.g. ap `�atbread'.

- <E> corresponds to /E/: e.g. pEd `stone'; this phoneme contrasts with /e/ in stressed
syllables only, in unstressed syllables <E> will be preferred over <e> to represent /e/
whenever the segment surfaces as [E] more often than [e]17, such as in sEt�et `seventy'; the
compound <ai> usually employed in the romanisation of modern Indo-Aryan languages
is not suitable because DIP does allow for the juxtaposition of /a/ and /i/, such as in ain
`still'.

- <e> corresponds to /e/: e.g. es `this'; this phoneme contrasts with /E/ in stressed
syllables only, in unstressed syllables <e> will be preferred over <E> to represent /e/
whenever the segment surfaces as [e] more often than [E].

- <i> corresponds to /i/: e.g. isim `on top'.

- <O> corresponds to /O/: Om `man'; this phoneme contrasts with /o/ in stressed
syllables alone, in unstressed syllables <O> will be preferred over <o> to represent /o/
whenever the segment surfaces as [O] more often than [o], such as in kwOr�et `fourty'; the
compound <au> usually employed in the romanisation of modern Indo-Aryan languages
is not ideal as it might be misinterpreted as a diphthong after the Portuguese orthography.

- <o> corresponds to /o/: e.g. ov `egg'; this phoneme contrasts with /O/ in stressed
syllables only, in unstressed syllables <o> will be preferred over <O> to represent /o/
whenever the segment surfaces as [o] more often than [O].

- <u> corresponds to /u/: e.g. uva `to �y'.

17This type of reasoning may not always be straightforward, i.e. the corpus may not be large enough
to decide on which of the realisations is the most common; in such cases I will prefer <e> and <o> over
<E> and <O> respectively because the former are easier to reproduce by hand or on most keyboards.
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- <@> corresponds to /@/, which can be pronounced [@] or [5]: e.g. n@ `in'; neither stan-
dard Portuguese or the romanisation scheme of Indo-Aryan languages contain a dedicated
symbol for the schwa.

Nasal vowels are indicated by a tilde. The correspondence between a grapheme and a
phoneme is very straightforward in this series. Notice that the mid-high/mid-low opposi-
tion does not apply for the nasal series, and the orthographic system re�ects that reality:

- <ã> corresponds to /ã/: e.g. amiNã `tomorrow'.

- <�e> corresponds to /�e/: e.g. d�et `tooth/inside'.

- <�i> corresponds to /�i/: e.g. �iter `whole'.

- <õ> corresponds to /õ/: e.g. õt `yesterday'.

- <�u> corresponds to /�u/: e.g. j�ut `with/together'.

This is the chosen notation for the semi-vowels:

- <y> corresponds to /j/: e.g. gray `crow'; the IPA symbol is not selected here so as
to reserve <j> for the voiced a�ricate (see below).

- <w> corresponds to /w/: e.g. diw `Diu'; notice that the proposed orthography re-
frains from representing glides that result from phonetic processes.

The consonants of DIP are graphed as follows. One compound grapheme <ch> is
proposed; the combination of a consonant with <h> is unequivocal in DIP because no
aspiration ever occurs.

- <p> corresponds to /p/: e.g. pimer `�rst, earlier'; the unreleased occurrence of plo-
sives is purely phonetic and therefore not coded in the orthography.

- <b> corresponds to /b/: e.g. buf `bu�alo'.

- <t> corresponds to /t/: e.g. tãt `so/as'.

- <d> corresponds to /d/: e.g. doy `two'.

- <k> corresponds to /k/: e.g. kabrit `goat'; this notation is preferred to <c> (the
most common representation of /k/ in standard Portuguese) in that it avoids the peculiar-
ities associated with SP <c>, which stands for /s/ before <e> or <i>; in addition, this
correspondence is common in the romanisation of Indo-Aryan languages.

- <g> corresponds to /g/: e.g. gran `big'; unlike in SP and English, <g> always stands
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for /g/ in DIP, even when it occurs before <e> and <i>.

- <m> corresponds to /m/: e.g. moyr `muslim'.

- <n> corresponds to /n/: e.g. nad `nothing'.

- <N> corresponds to /N/: e.g. apiNa `�nd, get'; it is di�cult to replace this IPA
symbol with any other grapheme or sequence: the sequence <nh> might be interpreted
as referring to a palatal rather than velar nasal (as in SP), and the sequence <ng> could
potentially trigger wrong syllable break-ups.

- <r> corresponds to /r/: e.g. ratiN `mouse'.

- <f> corresponds to /f/: e.g. fEs `party'; it does not occur in word-�nal position,
where its voiced counterpart is employed (see 5.2.4 above for the neutralisation of the /f/
vs. /v/ opposition in such contexts).

- <v> corresponds to /v/, which consistently surfaces as [V]: e.g. vay `go(es)'; it is
preferred to <f> in word-�nal position.

- <s> corresponds to /s/: e.g. sapat `shoe'; it may, in syllable codas, be pronounced
[S] in allophonic variation with [s], as described in 5.2.4 above.

- <z> corresponds to /z/: e.g. zasey `sixteen'; in word-�nal position, it is subject to
devoicing in most contexts.

- <x> corresponds to /S/: e.g. dex `let'; <x> contrasts with <ch> (/Ù/) in that the
former is always pronounced [S].

- <ch> corresponds to /Ù/, which can be realised as [Ù] as well as [S]: e.g. churis
`sausage'; see section 5.2.4 for information on variability constraints; this notation is re-
trieved from SP and must not be mistaken for the aspirated a�ricate as the norms of
romanisation of Indo-Aryan languages might suggest.

- <j> corresponds to /Ã/, which can be realised as [Ã] or [Z]: e.g. janEl `window'; see
section 5.2.4.

- <l> corresponds to /l/: e.g. lãbe `to lick'.

In order to illustrate the application of orthography as well as the phonemic-phonetic
correspondences so far debated in this chapter, a short text is given below in phonetic,
phonemic and orthographic form. This story was told by a male speaker of DIP who was
9 years old at the time of the recording (March 2005).

The phonetic transcription contains certain instances of hesitation (e.g. [i] or [�u] in
the sequence [i'Ã�5gli �u'Ã�5gli'ÃEt]) and a promptly corrected sequence of liquid inver-
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sions (['latkil'iNsaRVa] instead of ['ratkir'iNsalVa]) which are regularised in the phonological
and orthographic representations. The text also contains borrowings from Indian English
(namely jungle, lion and jungly [jat]), easily recognised for their initial stress pattern that
contradicts the general rule described for DIP (see section 5.4); these lexemes are replaced
by double dashes (� �) in the phonological transcription and italicised in the orthographic
version.

a) phonetic transcription

[�u'di�u'Rejd@'Ã�5gl'tiN | j�upi'ken'rat:iN:'Vajn5delka'miN || i:'Rejd@'Ã�5glfa'lo | u'seE'tãtpi'ken
| u'sewki@fa'ze || i'Ã�5gli �u'Ã�5gli'ÃEt'Vej | am'ro'pEdik@'l:ajOn || Erp@ku'mea'jel || i:'rat
'latkil'iNsaRVa sal'Va:jel || i rat'fwoj | mur'dewmur'dewpik5'liN | sul'to | id@'p@j 'lajOnfa'lo
ki:'mujt^ubri'gad^|| iS'tOrka'bo]

b) phonological transcription

/�u di �u rej d@ � � tiN | i �u pi'ken rat tiN vaj n@ del ka'miN || i rej d@ � � fa'lo | u'se E tãt
pi'ken | u'se uki a fa'ze || i �u � � vej: | am@'ro pE di'k@l � � || Er p@ ku'me a el || i rat
ki'riN sal'va a el || i rat foj | mur'dew mur'dew pik@'liN | sul'to || i d@'p@j � � fa'lo ki mujt
ubri'gad || is'tOr ka'bo/

c) orthographic transcription

<�u di �u rey d@ jungle tiN, i �u piken rat tiN vay n@ del kamiN. i rey d@ jungle falo "use E tãt
piken, use uki a faze?". i �u jungly jat vey i am@ro pE dik@l lion. Er p@ kume a el. i rat kiriN
salva a el. i rat foy, murdew murdew pik@liN, sulto. i d@p@y lion falo ki "muyt ubrigad".
istOr kabo.>

d) free translation

`Once upon a time there was a king of the jungle, and a little mouse was going about his
way. And the king of the jungle told him "you are so small, what are you going to do?".
And then a wild man came and bound the lion's leg, he intended to eat him. And the
mouse wanted to save him. So the mouse went and gnawed and gnawed [at the rope] and
set him free. And then the lion said "thank you very much". The story is �nished.'
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